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The plan for a quieter 
Heathrow expansion that 
isn’t being heard.

You may have heard about the different options 
to expand capacity at Heathrow.

You may also have heard why this is critically 
important to the future economic success of 
the whole of the UK. 

It’s less likely that you will have heard of the 
independent proposal from Heathrow Hub.

The Heathrow Hub concept integrates runways, 
railways and roads and is very different to the 
third runway plans put forward by others.

This expansion plan is simple, ingenious, 
technically robust and affordable. Extending the 
existing runways to the west, and splitting each 
one centrally, creates four runways out of two. 

Crucially, as well as providing much needed 
additional capacity, no new communities would 
be brought into the airport’s noise footprint.

In fact, current noise levels would reduce, 
particularly over west London and especially in the  

sensitive early morning period. More advanced  
air traffic control procedures and improved 
operational techniques also offer the opportunity  
to reduce noise disturbance even more.

The entire Heathrow Hub scheme would be a 
fraction of the cost of the alternatives. And it  
would be funded by private investment, providing 
the infrastructure that the UK so desperately 
needs without requiring taxpayers’ money. 

It’s not only London that would benefit.  
Flights from the UK’s regional airports could 
once again serve Heathrow, connecting to cities 
around the world. 

Our proposals for new main line rail access 
would also transform access to the UK’s only 
hub airport, linking towns and cities across  
the UK with global markets.

And the number of destinations which 
Heathrow serves would increase, maintaining 
the competitiveness of the world’s premier 

international hub airport and the UK’s vital 
economic asset.

So why haven’t you heard of Heathrow Hub?

Perhaps because it’s a logical solution devised by  
an aviator and an economist (and backed by the  
technical expertise of one of the world’s largest 
engineering firms) rather than the pipe dream of  
a politician, or the lobbying of vested interests.

Perhaps because there will always be resistance 
to an original idea. 

Or perhaps it’s simply that protests are always 
louder than sensible arguments. 

As any decision on the future of Britain’s 
airports affects us all, why not inform yourself 
and others about this sensible, practical and  
credible proposal that is currently being 
considered by the Airports Commission?

www.heathrowhub.com

Four runways, less noise. 
Noise footprint reduction key:

Current  
57 db line

Projected 57 db line for 2034  
with 900,000 annual movements

Based on assumption of 100% chapter 14 aircraft. Government research indicates 57 dB is the level at which people become significantly annoyed by aircraft noise.© 2013 Infoterra Ltd & Bluesky. Image © 2013 Bluesky. Google Earth.

It’s the runways that should be split, not public opinion.
Mark Bostock – Director Heathrow Hub

Independent Innovation


